
Establishing Inner Security
with Alchemical Hypnotherapy

Learn state of the art therapy techniques
and gain lasting emotional fulfilment

2010
Personal Development & 

Professional Training 
with 

François & Julie GERLAND 

Week 1: July 23/24 - 31
Week 2: August 2 - 9
Week 3: December

THIS TRAINING IS FOR:

Anyone interested in establishing emotional security, 
empowerment and creativity for themselves and their clients

Every  child needs to feel wanted and 
unconditionally  loved,  nourished and 
cared for whilst being protected and guided.. 

Most  of us haven’t  had these fundamental 
needs fully  met.  The effects of this neglect  and 
sometimes abuse lead to emotional and 
physical  wounds that  will affect  the rest  of 
our  life  and can  severely  limit  our  capacity  for 
well  being, emotional security, happiness, self-
esteem and success in life.

With  Alchemy, you  can reverse this 
situation, find back your inner well-
being and help others do the same. 

This Alchemy  training  is also the first  part  of 
The Holistic Parenting Educator  (HPE) 
training. A  two-year  course in  holistic 
parenting  which  includes preconception 
p r e p a r a t i o n ,  p r e n a t a l b o n d i n g , 
HypnoBirthing® natural childbirth  education 
as well as infant bonding.

Association Suryoma &
The Holistic Parenting Program® 

      Present

For more information please contact: alchemy@suryoma.com

It is Never Too Late to... ...have a happy childhood!



For more information please contact: alchemy@suryoma.com

Association Suryoma, Providence 09100 Bonnac France Tel: +33 561 60 3899 

In  this Alchemy  intensive training, you 
will have a  unique opportunity  to heal your 
own  emotional wounds and change limiting 
core beliefs about yourself and the world. 
You  will work on  all aspects of your  being: 
physical,  emotional,  intellectual and spiritual 
and learn  efficient  techniques and protocols to 
help your clients and patients do the same.
July 23: Holistic Parenting Program day 1

Module I - Seven Days (starts July 24)
(3 days + 4 days)
Introduction to the Subconscious Mind 
and the Inner  Child, Emotional 
Security/Inner Family

• Workings of the subconscious mind
• Depths of the subconscious mind
• Learn how subconscious programming 

occurs from even before conception through 
to early childhood

• Learn of the power and use of words, images 
metaphors and suggestions 

• Learn how to induce a relaxed state of 
hypnosis, offer positive suggestions for 
stress management, healing and personal 
development

• Introduction to the super-conscious mind, 
the world of archetypes and how to access 
this innate wisdom

• Theory  of the inner  child,  family  and contact 
the inner child 

• Etheric Plane Communication: A  powerful 
technique to complete communication, even 
if the other person is absent or even dead.

• Emotional clearing,  healing emotional 
trauma  and changing  core beliefs. Learn  how 
to run rescue missions and change traumatic 
memories.

• Meeting and bonding  with  the archetypal 
inner  parents,  inner  mate and gain 
empowerment from inner resources.

• Alchemy  enables you  to transform  the lead 
of your  burdens and limiting beliefs into the 
gold of reaching your inner potential.

Module II - Seven Days (starts August 2)
Inner archetypal  resources, Past  Life 
Therapy, healing addictions and causal 
work with the Higher Self

• Contacting the Higher Self
• Healing past life traumas and the 

consequences of overt-act
• Causal plane work including the pre-

conception contract

• Conference Room: An extraordinary way to 
unite the conflicting voices within yourself

• This week will help you to see your present 
life experience in the vast history of your 
soul. This can be life changing.

Module III - Seven Days (December)
Advanced techniques and final exam

• Healing addictions, saboteur and entities...
• Silent Process and advanced techniques
• Final exam 
Your  certificate of Professional Hypnotist 
Specialized in Alchemy will  be recognized by 
the Alchemy Institute of Hypnosis (CA, USA).

Trainers: François and Julie Gerland

François has been  trained as an Alchemical 
Hypnotherapy  professional  trainer  by, David 
Quigley, founder  of this discipline.  He is a 
faculty  member  of The Holistic Parenting 
Program  and the Nat ional Gui ld o f 
Hypnotists.  He has a  busy  Alchemical 
Hypnotherapy  practice helping  his clients heal 
emotional trauma and change subconscious 
programming. He is also an airline captain.

Julie  is the Founder  and Director  of The 
Holistic Parenting  Program® which  was 
developed over  twenty  five years of work  and 
research  into the beginnings of life,  the mind-
body  connection  and deep intense personal 
healing  and development  through  meditation, 
study  and experience. She is a  published 
author  and international  lecturer  and advocate 
for  conscious holistic parenting  for  a  peaceful 
world.  Full biography  can  be seen  at: 
www.holisticparentingprogram.com
Sites: http://alchemy.suryoma.com
http://holisticparentingprogram.com

Location: In  the French  Pyrenees,  60km  from 
Toulouse. http://providence.suryoma.com

Cost: 735  Euros per  seven  days of tuition  plus 
45  Euros for  the material. Total for  the 21  days 
of tuition: 2250  Euros. A  100  Euros deposit  is 
necessary to secure your place.
Accommodation is not included.

To book  your place now download the 
booking form online at:
http://suryoma.com/alchemy/images/
Booking.pdf or just write or call us.

Participants: This intense training  is limited 
to a maximum of 12 participants. 
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